DETOX
ADVENTURE
The whole clarification was a pleasure.
To understand it you should take a detox
course by Hale Sofia Schatz.
“Detox is a violence. It is not for me”. I was
thinking like this during the flight MoscowAntalya, and again - in the taxi to design hotel
Hillside Su, in which the most famous specialist in
careful detox, the author of bestseller “If the
Buddha Came to Dinner” Hale Sofia Schatz has a
practice twice a year – in springs and autumns.
It’s impossible not to love Hillside Su. Big white
mattresses are everywhere: in hall under the
mirror (disco) balls, in the rooms, near swimming
pool, in the beach bar, in SPA zone. Fluorescent
column-like lamps turn white hotel rooms into
pink, red and yellow ones, so that the hotel looks
like the Rubick`s Cube in the evening. And Hale
resembles cheerful Italian woman – former
ballerina. She is lightweight and graceful, and you
believe her in all circumstances. I like the energy,
that is coming from this “a little under sixty”
woman. We became acquainted during the
dinner on the open terrace: warm October
evening, light music, eight floors and sea below,
fantastically beautiful mountains on the right.
There are 15 persons in our group. And we had
just begun to eat properly. At first - fresh: carrot,
parsley, green celery, ginseng, lemon – yummy!
Then - Swedish table: about 20 kinds of salads,
avocado, olives, tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers,
pickles , spicy (!) egg-plants, juicy artichokes,
dried seaweed plates, live yogurt, spices.
Broccoli (spinach, celery) soup. For the main
course – fried fish and vegetable sotte, omelet
and tomatoes-grill. Tasty herbal teas. Wonderful
lemon and ginseng drink cheers and stimulates
like coffee. What is absent, and will never
appear? Mere trifles I can’t live without: meat,
coffee, farinaceous foods and products with
sugar. “Take detox as adventure – says Hale with
playful smile. – You will reveal a lot of interesting
things about yourself”. It is just that, what
happened later.
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At 8 o’clock we went down for a morning walk. Our
beautiful and professional trainer gave commands
constantly: “Breza! Breza!” (“Breathe!”). We
breathed under the spruces, sprinted the endless
stairs up to the high hills, did our morning
exercises there, and then rent to the sea (“Breza,
breza!”) and bathed. Between relaxed breakfast
and lunch we shared our impressions about detox
to each other. I felt unusual lightness: I wanted to
sing, dance and laugh. And enjoyed beautiful
sightseeing and new feelings. But there were a lot
of group members who ailed. The organism got rid
of slag, and it influenced to their physical and
emotional condition. We had exceptional bright
dreams. The people who had excess kilos and
some other problems (for example in family)
suffered most of all. But in 2-3 days all the
problems got out, and people looked enlightened.
“It is more difficult for my Boston patients, - smiles
Hale, - here you have sun energy, sea and fresh
local food”. And white design hotel in addition!
Everyone of us received the “bible” under the title
Nourishment – Cleanse Workbook. And Hale’s
homeopathic pills “to avoid bloating and stomach
problems” for each day of the program: one before, four of Smart Fiber – during the breakfast,
and one – before going to bed. It was a pleasant
that hydrocolontherapy was absent. However, I
would never go somewhere for clysters. Thanks
God, Hale consider them as rough invasion.

home. But Hale even don’t figure on that I will
become an ideal: “We are not trying to change
your life immediately. Let’s begin from one little
step”. She softly advises to do your best not to
drink coffee, eat sugar and bakery after coming
home. “Whom would we be if we lose control?
You can teach yourself to control – for the
beginning one little thing, then – another one…
Don’t promise anything. Just do it”.
At the last day of the program I knew: I like sweet
pies with coffee – but I need sweet harmony
much more… Some of us could be proud of the
significantly lifted face’s oval (and it was only 4
days!). Almost all of the group members were
slimmer, excepting me (eh, why did I eat so much
potatoes?..). But I became much stronger. And
skin color become pinker, which happens once
per five years.
One month lasted. I try to listen to my body, but
sometimes fail. And I want to send you all to
Hale! Ok, not all. Only those of you, who know
what means “overeating”. And those who have
insomnia, surplus weight, constant stresses. Who
can’t hear your own body, who thinks about
his/her shape. And those who is on the middle of
the way to healthy lifestyle, but something
impedes. And I by myself want to go back to
Hillside Su, to see Hale’s vital face again and to
listen to her words: “I think, detox is fun!”.

Our day was full: morning walk, breakfast,
seminar, lunch, free time (I slept, relaxed in
hammam sometimes, walked, swam in the sea –
sea water takes toxins out!), individual
consultations, tea, dinner. Detox entailed
temporary energy loss, but siesta recharged it
soon. We could also have SPA-procedures,
placatory massage, fitness-room. Majority of us
did yoga before dinner – program included it. And
all of us were looking forward to dinner: it was so
beautiful on the terrace in the evenings!
Hale and me are talking about everything. For
example, about New Year’s table: it’s too hard to
resist the temptation, especially if you are visiting
your parents. “Teach yourself not to say “yes”
every time. Let it be sometimes “yes”, sometimes
“no” or sometimes “later, may be”… Our inner
voice should be louder than family’s or friends`
voices”. Suddenly I understand that I like harmful
food, because it associates with holidays for me.
And irresponsibility. Hale shines: she loves when
we draw the conclusions. To be honest, I’m afraid
to fail (dietary regime) when I will come back to
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